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This thesis explores predicting current prices of individual agricultural fields in Finland based on
historical data. The task is to predict field prices accurately with the data we have available while
keeping model predictions interpretable and well explainable. The research question is to find which
out of several different models we try out is most optimal for the task. The motivation behind this
research is the growing agricultural land market and the lack of publicly available field valuation
services that can assist market participants to determine and identify reasonable asking prices.
Previous studies on the topic have used standard statistics to establish relevant factors that affect
field prices. Rather than creating a model whose predictions can be used on their own in every
case, the primary purpose of previous works has indeed been to identify information that should
be considered in manual field valuation. We, on the other hand, focus on the predictive ability
of models that do not require any manual labor. Our modelling approaches focus mainly but not
exclusively on algorithms based on Markov–Chain Monte Carlo. We create a nearest neighbors
model and four hierarchical linear models of varying complexity. Performance comparisons lead us
to recommend a nearest neighbor -type model for this task.
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1. Introduction

In Finland, buying and selling farmland is a fairly big market that seems to be on the rise.†

Many banks offer financial solutions specifically aimed toward agricultural companies
seeking loans for expansion.‡ Therefore, having a system for evaluating field prices has
two immediate user demographics: agricultural entrepreneurs and financial institutions.
With a field valuation product, entrepreneurs looking to sell can know a reasonable
asking price, entrepreneurs looking to buy can avoid overpaying, and financial institutions
can determine the moderateness of financing requests and apply the knowledge into
their loan decisions. Furthermore, if the product forms the price predictions automat-
ically utilizing modern statistics and data science, it effectively mitigates post-launch
expenditures by eliminating the need for manual calculations, site visiting and even
knowledge of fields. The underlying algorithm of the product should be easily explainable
to the end user in order to create maximum trust between the consumers and the product.

Previous studies on fields tend to focus on the logistics of agriculture, crop potential
and the infrastructure of farms [10, 11, 12], but mathematical studies on field prices
are scarce. Fortunately, Peltola et al [9] have conducted a study on the subject and we
draw comparisons to this study throghout this thesis. However, Peltola et al state that
their models are not necessarily intended for predicting field prices on their own but for
providing insight about the market and for determining relevant information that should
be considered when otherwise comparing and valuating fields.

We wish to predict current prices of individual fields using historical field purchase
data. In this thesis, we explore the valuation of fields using well interpretable and easily
explainable models. In particular, we primarily focus on Bayesian approaches based
on Markov-chain Monte Carlo. The goal of this research is to find the most propitious

†See https://www.maanmittauslaitos.fi/ajankohtaista/peltokauppa-vilkastui-viime-vuonna for in-
stance.

‡See, for example, https://www.op.fi/corporate-and-institutional-customers/financing/agricultural-
entrepreneurs/farm-financing or https://www.nordea.fi/en/business/our-services/industry-
solutions/farms.html.
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3 Chapter 1. Introduction

model for field valuation in terms of performance and interpretability.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. All the raw data we use is described in
Chapter 2. In Section 2.6 we inspect some of the variables more thoroughly. The basics
of the simulation process we utilize for many of the models are summarized in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 discusses all the different models we try. Results of the models are compared
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 provides our closing thoughts.



2. Data

In this Chapter we describe the contents of all the used datasets and elaborate on how
variables are constructed from raw data. Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 correspond to
datasets of field purchase data, land cover data, population data, agricultural company
data and region data accordingly. Subsection 2.1.1 examines the anomalies in and pre-
processing of the field data. Additionally, in Section 2.6 we conduct preliminary analysis
of some of the variables.

2.1 Field Purchase Data

Our most prominent dataset contains records of historical field purchases. The raw records
come from Official Purchase Price Register and include information on the price, size and
other aspects of each sold property. Extracting and modifying these records enables us
to create a dataset whose columns are described in Table 2.1. For data protection and
privacy reasons, we do not fully show specific values of any observation from this dataset
in this thesis.

2.1.1 Difficulties, Anomalies and Preprocessing

The distribution of realized prices is asymmetric and wide as seen from Figure 2.1.
Some observations deviate greatly from where most of the mass lies making predictions
difficult. To exacerbate matters, certain relevant data are not consistently available to
us. We are missing the knowledge of whether a system of underground drains is in place.
The presence of pre-installed subsurface drainage was deemed to increase the value of a
field by at least 17% in a study by Peltola et al [9]. Other information we are missing
include the shape, soil type and soil quality of the field as well as what plant species
is being grown there. In addition, we do not know the crop yield so models such as
derived value method cannot be considered in this thesis. We only use information that
is consistently available but acknowledge that not all relevant factors that contribute to
field prices are considered by our models.
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5 Chapter 2. Data

Table 2.1: Variables from field transactions. Transactions sometimes include movables such as vehicles
and machinery – the total price of movables is subtracted from the sold price to get the value of the land.

Column Description
TransactionID Unique identifier of the transaction.
PropertyID Universal identifier of the real estate.

TransactionDate Date of the property purchase.
Year Year extracted from TransactionDate.

Price Price per hectare of the property calculated via price(AC)−movables(AC)
area(ha) .

LogPrice Natural logarithm of variable Price.
Location Location of the property as a single coordinate point.
Area Total area of sold property in hectares.

FieldProportion Contribution of field area calculated via field area(ha)
area(ha) .

ForestProportion Contribution of forest area calculated via 1− FieldProportion.

Even with consistently available variables we run into issues. Unfortunately, field
properties often contain other area types such as forest area in addition to the field area,
and the different areas are sold together. The dataset distinguishes the following area
types: field, forest, building land, body of water and other. However, the contributions
of the different areas to the overall price are not distinguished. We want to tap into
“impure” field data by using cases where other area types are present. Considering only
“pure” field purchases would cause losing of about half of the available data. However,
our central objective remains the same – we want to predict the current prices of fields
based on historical data. Therefore, our models do not predict the prices of other area
types and they are tested with "pure" field data using out-of-time validation.

Our dataset on field purchases is preprocessed to contain only cases that help us
understand the prices of fields. Only properties that sold for over 100AC and include over
0.5 ha of field are considered. If a transaction involves multiple properties, only one
estate and one property script are allowed. This is to prevent introducing ambiguity to
Location and Area parameters. The property must only consist of field and forest area
with variable FieldProportion reaching at least 0.6. This threshold was determined by
preliminary analysis and ad-hoc testing with the kNN model discussed in Section 4.1.
We allow some forest area because in the dataset, forest area is intended for forestry just
as field area is intended for agriculture. This makes evaluating its contribution to the
price possible to an extent. The other area types, however, can basically cost anything
since their intended use cannot be deduced. On the same basis, we discard purchases
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Figure 2.1: Histogram of field prices with pure field data from 2009 to 2018. Cutoff at 30000AC/ha.

that include buildings since no further information is provided about the structures. In
terms of price per hectare, no outliers are discarded since they too are realized prices and
the model should be able to handle outliers.

Outliers and anomalies persist in the dataset after preprocessing. We can find
examples of fields being sold for under 250AC/ha and ones being sold for over 100000AC/ha.
By looking at satellite images of some of the more expensive properties, we randomly found
one instance where a property was clearly not field property even though it appeared in
the dataset as being sold as one. We can only speculate what the reason behind this is,
but finding such cases requires knowing the exact boundaries of properties accompanied
by aerial images from around the transaction date. Far older or newer images would
not suffice because fields can be created and repurposed. However, we lack such data
which makes the task of detecting such anomalies very difficult and uncertain. Instead
of attempting to detect and remove anomalies, we must simply acknowledge that they
exist and might affect performance statistics if present in the test data. Their presence
in the training data should not be a problem because the model must be robust enough
to handle outliers.
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2.2 Land Cover Data

We enrich our data by examining the surrounding land cover of each field. The accom-
plishment of this task is made possible by the Corine Land Cover dataset provided by
the Finnish Environment Institute [15]. The data consists of spatial polygons covering
the whole of Finland and each polygon is accompanied by three levels of land cover
nomenclatures. All classes and sub-classes are listed in Table 2.2.

The goal is to extract variables that describe the surrounding area of a field and
assist in its valuation. We choose to calculate and collect the proportion of each tier
one land cover type in each field’s proximity. The process for each field is as follows.
First, a circle with a radius of three kilometers is formed and centered using variable
Location. Second, the circle is intersected with the land cover data. Finally, the
total area of each land cover type in the circle is calculated and divided by the area
of the circle. The process is visualized in figure 2.2. The outcome is five variables
that report the proportions of agricultural, built-up, forest, water and wetland areas
around the field. The radius is chosen to be three kilometers because in related stud-
ies that is the typical range where the effects of distance-related variables are inspected [9].

Figure 2.2: Visual example of surrounding area calculations. A buffer is performed on the location
geometry and the resulting circle is intersected with the land cover data. Then grouping by land cover
type is completed and finally the proportions are calculated.

It is apparent that the second and third tier nomenclatures are too specific for our
purpose because introducing 15 or 30 new covariates, many of which would be far too
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Table 2.2: All land cover types by specificity tier.

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3
A
gr
ic
ul
tu
ra
la

re
as

Arable land Non-irrigated arable land

Heterogeneous agricultural areas
Complex cultivation

Land principally occupied by agriculture

Pastures Pastures

Fruit trees and berry plantations Permanent crops

A
rt
ifi
ci
al

su
rfa

ce
s

Artificial, non-agricultural vegetated areas
Green urban areas

Sport and leisure facilities

Industrial, commercial and transport units

Airports

Industrial or commercial units

Port areas

Road and rail networks and associated land

Mine, dump and construction sites

Construction sites

Dump sites

Mineral extraction sites

Urban fabric Discontinuous urban fabric

Fo
re
st
s
an

d
se
m
i-n

at
ur
al

ar
ea
s Forests

Broad-leaved forest

Coniferous forest

Mized forest

Open spaces with little or no vegetation

Bare rock

Beaches, dunes, and sand plains

Sparsely vegetated areas

Schub/herbaceous vegetation associations

Moors and heathland

Natural grassland

Transitional woodland/schrub

W
at
er

bo
di
es

Inland waters
Water bodies

Water courses

Marine waters Sea and ocean

W
et
la
nd

s Coastal wetlands Salt marshes

Inland wetlands
Inland marshes

Peatbogs
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Table 2.3: Data enrichment variables from land cover data.

Column Description
PropBuilt Proportion of built-up area around the property.

PropAgriculture Proportion of agricultural area around the property.
PropForest Proportion of forest and rock area around the property.
PropSwamp Proportion of wetland and swamp area around the property.
PropWater Proportion of body of water area around the property (only for kNN).

LakeDistance Distance to nearest lake in kilometers.
RiverDistance Distance to nearest river in kilometers.

LakeRiverDistance Minimum of LakeDistance and RiverDistance.

sparse to provide any meaningful information due to the rarity of the land cover type,
would likely result in unnecessary complexity and trouble converging. However, the more
specific sub-classes are used to extract some additional variables. Distance to lake and
distance to river were deemed significant factors by Peltola et al [9] so we collect these and
add them to our data. In addition, we ensure to drop the proportion of water variable
from all Bayesian models not only because distance to lake or river is likely more valuable
information than its size, but more importantly, because the value of this predictor can
be linearly derived from the other land cover proportions and in a linear setting a variable
cannot be an exact linear combination of other variables. Table 2.3 describes all the
variables extracted from land cover data.

2.3 Population Data

It is common knowledge that plots of land are typically more expensive in densely
populated areas. On average, unbuilt parcels in Finland cost 6.5 times as much in
municipalities where population exceeds 100 000 as in municipalities of under 20 000
residents [19]. Part of this trend is probably due to city design where services and labor
are concentrated onto populated areas. Since the study examines unbuilt parcels, we
can interpret that the default value of land is higher in concentrated areas. The same
logic and pattern should also apply to agricultural land. A crop near a populated area
may enable the owner to enjoy the benefits of the area while having low commute times.
Previous works have shown the relevance of distance to nearest city [9]. The size of the
city needs to be taken into account as well. A location can be close to more than one
city so the possible effect of each should be examined.

Peltola et al [9] decide to group cities into categories by population and calculate
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the minimum distance in each category. We believe a slight problem arises from
having to determine the city geometry. Should the city be represented as a polygon
of city boundaries or a centroid point of either the spatial polygon or a set of points
representing the residents? Perhaps one could divide the city into grids and select the
most populated grid. All approaches have their downsides. Using city boundaries could
provide misleading information if the edges of the city are lightly populated. Using the
spatial centroid of the city boundaries could misplace the point of interest. The same
might occur from using the centroid of residents. Even using the most populated grid
would not sufficiently capture information such as multiple hotspots. Examples of these
issues are illustrated in Figure 2.3. Due to these hindrances we decide to inspect the
population in the surrounding area instead.

Figure 2.3: Examples of distance to city calculation methods yielding misleading information. Illus-
trations are not to any scale or examples of actual cities, but they expose cases when distance to city
as a variable fails in trustworthiness. Distance is calculated using city boundaries in case a, the spatial
centroid of the city polygon in case b, the centroid of residents in case c and the most populated grid
in case d. Legend is on the right. In cases a and b, the field attains a low distance-to-city value even
though it is farther from the city center. In cases c and d, the field attains a larger distance-to-city value
than necessary considering it is close to a populated area.

We enrich our data with the population in each field’s surrounding area. This task
requires the grid database from Statistics Finland [17]. The data divides Finland into
grids and contains several statistics about the population in each grid cell. Versions of
different grid sizes exist. We use the 1 km × 1 km version and are only interested in the
total population statistic. For each field, we find the grid cell it is located in and expand
to the neighboring cells to create 3 km × 3 km, 5 km × 5 km and 7 km × 7 km areas of
interest where the total populations are calculated. The process is portrayed in Figure
2.4 and the resulting variables are listed in Table 2.4.

An important note to be declared is that the grid data is not complementary so
for the purposes of this study, we only use data from 2018. Luckily, spatial population
distributions are somewhat constant over time. In practice, however, we would recommend
using data from the year before purchase date as it would be the most recent data available
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Figure 2.4: Calculation of variables Pop3, Pop5 and Pop7 illustrated. We select the grid cell the field
is located in, gradually expand the grid using adjacent cells and finally collect total population numbers
from a 3-by-3, a 5-by-5 and a 7-by-7 grid.

Table 2.4: Data enrichment variables from population data.

Column Description
Pop3 Total population in a 3 km × 3 km square area around the field.
Pop5 Total population in a 5 km × 5 km square area around the field.
Pop7 Total population in a 7 km × 7 km square area around the field.

at the time of prediction.

2.4 Agricultural Company Data

We add one variable to depict the number of agricultural companies in the area.
Although some studies have shown the quality of the field should be considered over
the convenience of the location as propitious crops compensate for logistical costs
[10], the average distance from entrepreneurs’ farmsteads to their farmlands was only
3,3 kilometers in 2013 [11]. The distance has increased 80% from 2003, but the low
number still insinuates that nearby location is significant. This is because closeness saves
resources on transportation of heavy machinery [12]. As we are interested in field prices,
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Table 2.5: Data enrichment variable from company addresses and locations of addresses.

Column Description
CompanyCount Count of active agricultural companies whose places

of business are within 4 kilometers.

Table 2.6: Data enrichment variable from region data.

Column Description
Region Which Finnish region the field is located in.

we collect the count of active agricultural companies within 4 kilometers of each field at
the time of its purchase. In Section 2.6 we explore this explanatory variable further. Our
hypothesis is that fields can demand higher prices, if they are surrounded by competing
companies which are potential buyers.

Forming this variable requires addresses and time windows of activity of registered
agricultural companies as well as location coordinates of Finnish addresses. The former
data is provided to us by Suomen Asiakastieto Oy and the latter is openly available at
avoindata.fi, published by Digital and Population Data Services Agency [16]. The new
variable is described in table 2.5.

2.5 Region Data

Boundaries of Finnish regions are openly available as spatial data at Avoindata.fi, pub-
lished by The National Land Survey of Finland [18]. This data is combined with previous
data to attach a region to each data point which enables creating region-level hierarchical
models discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. We also considered collecting higher-
level covariates such as region field density and region price trend but never found these
useful as simple region specific intercepts seemed to capture enough information to make
the higher-level covariates insignificant. Table 2.6 describes the Region variable.

2.6 Variable Validation

The variables extracted from data enrichment are not intrinsic qualities of the field
but rather descriptors of the location. In this section, we explore these variables to
ensure that they can be used without introducing components that make model decisions
questionable. Use of variables such as Area and Year makes sense because they describe
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the field and transaction, but some users might want arguments for using descriptors
of the location, especially because many have not been present in related works. We
inspect the correlation between these previously unexplored variables and field prices by
plotting.

The descriptors of the surrounding land cover correlate to field prices as illustrated
in Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. Note that none of the variables is binned beyond plotting
purposes. These variables have not been explicitly explored in previous studies on field
prices, so seeing clear correlation is an auspicious sign that the new variables are relevant
and it increases trust in them. In addition, the relationships concur with existing notions.
For instance, PropAgriculture seems to have a positive effect and previous studies have
found that fields adjacent to other fields experience a notable increase in price [11]. The
positive effects of variables CompanyCount and Pop5 as seen in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 also
align with our hypotheses. We only show a plot of Pop5 and not Pop3 or Pop7 because
all describe the surrounding population and the plots look similar.

Note that the plots do not necessarily provide information about the role of
the variables in our models because of possible correlations between variables in a
multivariate setting. Coefficients and their statistical significance can only be determined
by running the entire model (see Table 4.2 of Section 4.2 for closure), but we can
confidently commence with the use of our previously unexplored variables. On the other
hand, not everything significant can be used. For instance, the time-of-year can be a
statistically significant explanatory variable, but its use would result in queries getting
inconsistent results with the effect of "time-of-year sales" that are definitely not industry
standard and would encourage querying at a specific time to get more sought after results.
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Figure 2.5: Plot of LogPrice as explained by PropBuilt with data from years 2017 and 2018. Variable
PropBuilt is binned into categories for visualizing the trend more clearly in a boxplot format. Outliers
are not shown. The number of data points in each bin is labeled in green under each box. The correlation
between the variables is positive.

Figure 2.6: Plot of LogPrice as explained by PropAgriculture constructed with the same principle as
in Figure 2.5. The correlation between the variables is positive.
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Figure 2.7: Plot of LogPrice as explained by PropForest constructed with the same principle as in
Figure 2.5. The correlation between the variables is negative.

Figure 2.8: Plot of LogPrice as explained by PropSwamp constructed with the same principle as in
Figure 2.5. The correlation between the variables is negative. Note that the bins cover the entire possible
range of PropSwamp even though no observation in this set of data exceeded 0.3.
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Figure 2.9: Plot of LogPrice as explained by CompanyCount constructed with the same principle as in
Figure 2.5. The correlation between the variables is positive.

Figure 2.10: Plot of LogPrice as explained by Pop5 constructed with the same principle as in Figure
2.5. The correlation is positive, but after exceeding 300 there seems to be no effect.



3. Markov Chains

Models discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 are trained using Stan. Stan is a
powerful statistical software that performs Bayesian inference by adopting Markov–Chain
Monte Carlo methods such as No-U-Turn sampling [1, 2]. In this Chapter we briefly
discuss the basics of the simulation process.

Keep in mind that the task is to fit the data y to a probability model with the
parameter vector θ to find the posterior distribution p(θ|y). In a regression problem, as
the data consists of a response variable and a set of explanatory variables, learning the
posterior enables summarizing the coefficients included in θ in order to make predictions
on unobserved data. However, determining the posterior analytically is generally
unfeasible. Therefore, a popular approach is to gain knowledge about the posterior
through a sampling process.

Monte Carlo methods are a category of computational algorithms where results
are obtained from repeated random sampling [5]. Markov–Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
simulation is a method of sampling θ from approximate distributions and iteratively
adjusting the samples to better fit a target distribution p(θ|y) [1]. Parameter θ is first
initialized to θ0. Then sampling is conducted using a transition distribution q such
that θs ∼ q(θs|θs−1) where s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , S. With a suitable transition distribution
q, mathematical reasoning states that the sequence θ1, θ2, θ3, . . . convergences to the
posterior distribution p(θ|y). After a certain number of iterations T draws are from
the true posterior distribution or close enough. Therefore, samples after burn-in
θT+1, θT+2, . . . , θS provide reliable insight about the target distribution p(θ|y).

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) is a version of MCMC that introduces a momen-
tum variable φ which enables the algorithm to move faster through the parameter space
and converge more quickly [1, 3]. The momentum variable φ has the same number of
dimensions as the parameter of interest θ. Let us use the notation φ, θ ∈ Rd and consider
the joint probability p(φ, θ|y) = p(φ)p(θ|y) where we set φ ∼ N(0,M) using a diagonal
mass matrix M ∈ Rd×d. Each iteration begins with updating φ with a random draw.

17



18 Chapter 3. Markov Chains

Then L leapfrog steps are performed. A single leapfrog step involves taking a half-step
with

φ← φ+ 1
2ε
d log p(θ|y)

dθ
, (3.1)

updating the position with
θ ← θ + εM−1φ (3.2)

and taking another half-step with equation 3.1. Let θt−1 and φt−1 denote the variable
and momentum vectors of iteration t − 1 in HMC before leapfrog steps and let θ∗ and
φ∗ denote these vectors after leapfrog steps. Each iteration of the algorithm ends with
choosing to reject or accept the new proposed parameters using

θt =

θ
∗ with probability min(r, 1)

θt−1 otherwise,
(3.3)

where acceptance probability r is calculated via

r = p(θ∗|y)p(φ∗)
p(θt−1|y)p(φt−1) . (3.4)

No-U-Turn Sampling (NUTS) is an HMC sampling technique that eliminates
the need to hand-tune L, the number of leapfrog steps [2, 3]. NUTS optimizes
L by keeping track of the distance between the current position θ̂ and the initial
position θ during the leapfrog steps. This knowledge combined with the current mo-
mentum allows the algorithm to stop when the leapfrog trajectory starts making a U-turn.

The sampling algorithm is typically executed on multiple individual chains. After
running the algorithm, one can make sure that the model has converged successfully to
the posterior by plotting the samples of the chains and seeing if the chains have mixed.
After burn-in, the samples should be bounded to some interval without noticeable auto-
correlation between subsequent samples. Additionally, one can check the Rhat conver-
gence diagnostic provided by Stan.



4. Data Analysis

This Chapter discusses all our modelling approaches. Our first model which is a nearest
neighbors model with some additional components is covered in Section 4.1. Subsequent
Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 discuss our hierarchical linear models of varying complexity
where the simulation process described in Chapter 3 is employed.

4.1 kNN

To start us off we create a simple k-nearest neighbors (kNN) model for an initial
benchmark. In kNN, for each point of test data, similar observations are selected from
training data and a prediction is regressed from values in the selected group [14]. This is
an easily interpretable non-parametric model as no parameters are learned and the only
assumption is that similar fields have similar prices.

In our model, the neighbors are not selected strictly based on spatial distance but
rather a dissimilarity metric. In order to form a prediction, we assign to each historical
property purchase a dissimilarity vector describing its dissimilarity to the target field.
Then dissimilarity is calculated using Euclidean distance to a zero vector. Selected
neighbors are the k points with the lowest dissimilarity. Finally, a prediction is formed
by selecting the median price of the neighbors. In addition, confidence intervals can be
extracted from the price distribution of the neighbors.

The components of the dissimilarity vector include differences in variables Location,
TransactionDate, Area, FieldProportion, PropBuilt, PropAgriculture, PropForest, Prop-
Swamp and PropWater. For practical test cases, users’ queries, TransactionDate would
be set to the current date, FieldProportion to 1 and Area to the area of only field area on
the property. The land cover descriptors of the target would be calculated on the spot.
With a dissimilarity vector v(c) ∈ R9 assigned to candidate c, the dissimilarity of c to the
target field is

d(c) =
√

(
9∑
i=1

v
(c)
i

2
).

19



20 Chapter 4. Data Analysis

kNN does not require separate time to train so testing different dissimilarity
metrics, parameter configurations and other tweaks is quick and easy. Through tests
with this model, we found that best performance is achieved by removing data where
FieldProportion is under 0.6. This discovered limit is immediately adopted in constrain-
ing the training data of the other models as well. Other constraints we implemented
include considering only 10 years worth of historical data and considering only the 200
spatially closest candidates to speed up calculation.

How exactly the components of the dissimilarity vector are weighted we found to
have surprisingly little relevance. One possible reason for this is the use of median. The
order of the neighbors does not matter and slight differences in the selected group often
have little effect. We also tried using mean and inverse-dissimilarity weighted mean but
found the median to perform better. Another benefit of using median is that outliers do
not have to be discarded or go through special treatment since particularly cheap and
expensive observations will simply be treated as below and above median neighbors.

We choose the number of neighbors k such that it generalizes enough while allowing
predictions to range from 1000 AC/ha to over 17000 AC/ha and having enough observations
for fair confidence intervals.

One additional step in our kNN model is time based price adjustments. Prices of
historical purchases are adjusted to better reflect modern prices. With prices h ∈ Rn and
associated years a ∈ Nn in our training data of n ∈ N observations, price hi ∈ R from
year ai ∈ N adjusted to year b ∈ N, where b > ai, is

hi ·
∑n
j=1 hj1{aj = b− 1} ·∑n

j=1 1{aj = ai}∑n
j=1 hj1{aj = ai} ·

∑n
j=1 1{aj = b− 1} , (4.1)

for all applicable i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Indeed, we multiply the original price hi by the mean price of year b− 1 divided by
the mean price of year ai. This is the equivalent of running the linear model

h = βk(a) + ε ,

where bijection k : N → N maps years to indexes of parameter vector β, and then
adjusting hi with the learnt parameters β̂ using the formula

hi ·
β̂k(b−1)

β̂k(ai)
.

In practice, b will be the current on-going year. We use b − 1, the year before b,
since it is the most recent full year at that time. We do not use b because the number of
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Table 4.1: Shares and errors of accuracy classes provided by our kNN model when tested on data from
2018. The error metric MAPE is defined in Chapter 5. The accuracy classes are clearly working as errors
are smallest in the first class and highest in the last class. The share is quite small in the last class which
is convenient if these cases require extra consideration from the user.

Precision Class Share (%) MAPE
1 25 15.9
2 71 25.0
3 4 31.5

observations would not suffice in the beginning of the year. Observations from the current
and previous year are therefore not adjusted. Adjusting historical prices noticeably
improved model performance. However, adjustments through more spatially localized
linear models and linear models with more variables did not improve performance in our
tests.

One important note is that the Official Purchase Price Register is updated daily
and we test the model assuming that data from the day before has been appended to
the training data. Such a dynamic system is possible to implement and is one major
advantage of having a model without separate training computations.

Lastly, we decide to attach an accuracy metric to predictions. It is immensely
useful to be able to differentiate likely accurate and likely inaccurate predictions prior to
the property purchase being realized. By balancing training loss with the relative length
of the confidence interval and the average dissimilarity of the neighbors, we can decide
thresholds for different accuracy classes. The accuracy classes are shown in action in
Table 4.1.

Model predictions are easily interpretable as they are exclusively based on prices of
previously sold neighboring fields. The use of TransactionDate in the dissimilarity metric
causes the model to prefer more recent property purchases even though older data is
allowed after prices are adjusted. The use of land cover descriptors is particularly useful
when the neighbor candidates are 6 or more kilometers away and there is no overlap of
surrounding land cover. Including Area and FieldProportion in the dissimilarity metric
causes the model to prefer purchases of properties of similar size and with only field area
in the neighbor selection. The accuracy classes are also interpretable since lack of similar
neighbors and a wide price range in the neighbors cause the predicted accuracy to be
lower.
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4.2 HLM

Our simplest Stan model is a hierarchical linear model (HLM) where intercepts vary by
region. Let N be the number of observations, J the number of covariates, K the number
of regions and V the number of years in the training data. We fit the log hectare prices
Y to a student–t distribution with the following model for sample i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} from
region k(i) = k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} on year v(i) = v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , V }:

Yi,k,v ∼ student–t(α + ωk + µv +Xi,·β , γ + δk , ν), where

R 3 α ∼ N (8, 102) is the overall intercept,

R 3 ωk ∼ N (0, 102) is the region-specific offset,

R 3 µv ∼ N (0, 102) is the year-specific offset,

R1×J 3 Xi,· is the i:th row from design matrix X ∈ RN×J ,

RJ 3 β ∼ N (0, 102) is a vector of coefficients to be estimated,

R 3 γ ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 0.4) is the base level of the scale,

R 3 δk ∼ N (0, 102) is the region-specific offset in scale and

R 3 ν ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 1) is the degrees of freedom parameter.

Considering we are fitting the model using LogPrice, the priors are weakly
informative. That is, we provide reasonable bounds without attempting to influence
the parameters notably with prior knowledge and intuitions [1]. Using a long-tailed,
outlier-prone student–t distribution as the likelihood makes the model robust to outliers
[8]. In this model, the covariates in the design matrix include ForestProportion, Area,
PropAgriculture, PropBuilt, PropForest, PropSwamp, Pop5 and CompanyCount.

After running the model, we gain samples of parameters from the posterior
distribution as illustrated in Figure 4.1. While the sample distributions can be useful
for plenty of inference tasks, we prefer to use simple point estimates when it comes to
forming predictions. We use posterior means as coefficient estimates which is a common
Bayesian approach [2].

Some of the available variables are intentionally excluded from this model because
we aim for simplicity for now. Pop5 is the only population metric we use for now.
Variables LakeDistance and RiverDistance were originally in this model but received
positive coefficients. Even though we do not find evidence of a nearby lake or river
affecting the price of a field positively, that is the general consensus and what previous
works have found [9, 12]. Users and field irrigation experts might not be satisfied
with the explanation that lake and river proximity decrease the price according to our
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Table 4.2: Approximate coefficient estimates and central 95%–intervals for variables in HLM. Variables
Pop5 and CompanyCount are bounded and rescaled for this model. The coefficients align with our
expectations that arised from discussion and plots in Section 2.6.

Variable Coefficient 2.5% q 97.5% q
ForestProportion −5.5e− 1 −6.4e− 1 −4.7e− 1

Area −4.4e− 3 −4.9e− 3 −3.6e− 3
PropBuilt 3.8e− 1 1.8e− 1 5.9e− 1

PropAgriculture 4.7e− 1 3.6e− 1 5.8e− 1
PropForest −1.9e− 1 −2.9e− 1 −8.0e− 2
PropSwamp −1.3e− 0 −1.6e− 0 −9.7e− 1

Pop5 1.0e− 1 −8.0e− 3 2.1e− 1
CompanyCount 8.2e− 2 6.2e− 2 1.0e− 1

data. That is even though unexpected coefficients might be explainable by possible
relationships of variables to information we do not have access to. For instance, Peltola
et al [9] use road networks in their valuation so it is possible that fields near water
are typically less conveniently accessible and thus the overall effect of nearby water is
negative in our dataset and positive in Peltola’s dataset which is also much older and
therefore difficult to compare. Nevertheless, for good measure, we decided to retrain the
model without lake and river distance. Our other models, however, are allowed to use
them regardless of whether the signs of their coefficient estimates are expected or not.
On the other hand, the other variables, including our previously unexplored variables
from Section 2.6, behave as expected as shown in Table 4.2. Predictions of this model
are easily interpretable from these coefficients and prediction uncertainty is modelled at
region-level with parameter δ.

4.3 HLMOT

To better capture non-linear relationships between variables and prices, we can use vari-
able transformations. Use of transformations such as Box-Cox transformations [6] in
linear regression has been explored in previous works. Motivated by this research, we
create a hierarchical linear model with optimal transformations (HLMOT) where some of
our variables are assigned an additional parameter alongside the traditional coefficient to
enable transformations which are learned during model training. We fit the log hectare
prices Y to a student–t distribution with the following model for sample i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
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from region k(i) = k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} on year v(i) = v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , V }:

Yi,k,v ∼ student–t(α + ωk + µv+

ForestProportioni · βForestProportion

Areai · βArea

LakeRiverDistancei · βLakeRiverDistance

CompanyCounti · βCompanyCount

(PropBuilti)λ1 · βPropBuilt

(PropAgriculturei)λ2 · βPropAgriculture

(PropForsti)λ3 · βPropForest

(PropSwampi)λ4 · βPropSwamp

Pop3i · βPop

(Pop5i − Pop3i) · βPop · η1

(Pop7i − Pop5i) · βPop · η1 · η2

, γ + δk , ν), where

R 3 α ∼ N (8, 102) is the overall intercept,

R 3 ωk ∼ N (0, 102) is the region-specific offset,

R 3 µv ∼ N (0, 102) is the year-specific offset,

RJ 3 β ∼ N (0, 102) is a named-element vector of coefficients to be estimated,

R4 3 λ ∼ Inv_Gamma(shape = 2, scale = 1) is a vector of transformation variables,

R2 3 η ∼ U(0, 1) is a vector of diminishing effects,

R 3 γ ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 0.4) is the base level of the scale,

R 3 δk ∼ N (0, 102) is the region-specific offset in scale and

R 3 ν ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 1) is the degrees of freedom parameter.

Transformations are assigned to the surrounding area descriptors. As the values
are between 0 and 1, applying a power of below 1 means that effects are diminishing.
In other words, having only a little of that land cover type will have a relatively great
effect. In comparison, applying a power of above 1 means that only having a lot of
that land cover type will have a relatively great effect. If the power is 1 the variable
is modeled linearly. We give the transformation parameter vector λ a prior that keeps
values positive while giving fairly heavy consideration to values between 0 and 1 without
bounding the range. To determine the effect of surrounding population, we utilize Pop3,
Pop5 and Pop7 in a manner that causes nearby population to have a greater effect. This
is accomplished with coefficient βPop that gets diminished by variable vector η as we
expand the population grid. Note that already accounted for population is subtracted
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as we expand the grid. We bound η to the range [0, 1] so that effects cannot flip or
accelerate during the process, but we do not guide parameter learning any further with
a uniform prior. The other priors are weakly informative.

Variables LakeRiverDistance, CompanyCount, Pop3, Pop5 and Pop7 are bounded
and rescaled for this model. Some of the learned parameters are provided in table 4.3.
We notice that since the model estimates βPropAgriculture to be positive and λ2 to be well
below 1, lone fields are estimated to be cheaper, but nearly the full benefit of surrounding
agricultural area is quickly gained as the value of that variable increases. Of course
larger PropAgriculture also means that PropForest and PropSwamp cannot be as large
and they have negative effects on price. The model decided not to transform PropForest
and PropSwamp radically so they are modeled somewhat linearly. Variable PropBuilt
acquired a relatively large power and positive coefficient meaning that while surrounding
built up area always has a positive effect on price, it is much more significant in heavily
built up areas. The surprisingly small estimates of η1 and η2 suggests that the effect
of surrounding population is fairly successfully captured in Pop3. In addition, their
relatively large intervals suggest that Pop5 and Pop7 are not very relevant variables in
this setup.

4.4 HLMSS

In models HLM and HLMOT only intercepts are allowed to vary between regions, but
we can allow the coefficients to vary between regions as well. The effect of some variables
might be stronger in some regions so the model can benefit from region level coefficients.
However, if each region gets separate parameters, regions with few observations, such
as Kainuu, may easily overfit due to having many explanatory variables fit to very few
observations. Particularly in these cases, it would be useful to have some consideration
for patterns in the full data even though coefficients are estimated at region level. Even
more advantageous would be to allow the influence of neighboring regions to be stronger
than further away ones. This is the motivation behind our hierarchical linear model with
spatial spillover (HLMSS) which is discussed in this Section. The approach we take with
this model is inspired by ideas presented in hierarchical spatial autoregressive modelling
[13].

We fit the log hectare prices Y to a student–t distribution with the following model
for sample i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} from region k(i) = k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} on year v(i) = v ∈
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Table 4.3: Approximate parameter estimates and central 95%–intervals for some of the variables in
HLMOT.

Parameter Estimate 2.5% q 97.5% q
βForestProportion −5.6e− 1 −6.4e− 1 −4.7e− 1

βArea −4.0e− 3 −4.8e− 3 −2.5e− 3
βLakeRiverDistance 9.2e− 3 −1.6e− 3 2.0e− 2
βCompanyCount 7.3e− 2 5.4e− 2 9.1e− 2
βPropBuilt 1.6e + 0 7.7e− 2 4.8e + 0

βPropAgriculture 8.8e− 1 7.5e− 1 1.0e + 0
βPropForest −2.5e− 1 −3.8e− 1 −1.4e− 1
βPropSwamp −2.9e + 0 −7.7e + 0 −8.4e− 1

λ1 2.2e + 0 1.2e + 0 4.5e + 0
λ2 2.3e− 1 1.7e− 1 2.8e− 1
λ3 8.8e− 1 2.9e− 1 1.8e + 0
λ4 1.3e + 0 8.1e− 1 1.9e + 0
βPop 1.0e− 4 −6.8e− 6 2.1e− 4
η1 1.3e− 1 8.8e− 4 6.6e− 1
η2 4.4e− 1 4.4e− 2 9.0e− 1

{1, 2, . . . , V }:

Yi,k,v ∼ student–t(αk + φMk,·α + µv +Xi,·(βk,· + φMk,·β)T , γ + δk , ν), where

αk ∈ R is the intercept of region k from a vector of region effects RK 3 α ∼ N (8, 102),

R 3 µv ∼ N (0, 102) is the year-specific offset,

R1×J 3 Xi,· is the i:th row from design matrix X ∈ RN×J ,

βk,· ∈ R1×J is a row vector of coefficients for region k from a region level coefficient

matrix RK×J 3 β ∼ N (0, 102),

M ∈ RK×K is a row normalized region level neighbor matrix,

R 3 φ ∼ U(0, 1) is a measure of spatial spillover intensity,

R 3 γ ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 0.4) is the base level of the scale,

R 3 δk ∼ N (0, 102) is the region-specific offset in scale and

R 3 ν ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 1) is the degrees of freedom parameter.

M is constructed as is done in hierarchical spatial autoregressive modelling [13]. All
rows and columns represent regions. Adjacent regions that share borders appear in the
matrix as positive values whereas noncontiguous regions appear as zeros. The positive
values in a row are all the inverse of the number of neighboring regions the region of that
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row has.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Åland
0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 0 South Karelia
0 0 0 0 0 0 1/5 1/5 0 0 0 1/5 1/5 0 0 0 1/5 0 0 South Ostrobothnia
0 1/6 0 0 0 0 0 1/6 1/6 0 1/6 0 0 1/6 0 1/6 0 0 0 South Savo
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0 Kainuu
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 1/4 Kanta-Häme
0 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 1/4 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 Central Ostrobothnia
0 0 1/7 1/7 0 0 1/7 0 0 0 1/7 1/7 0 0 1/7 1/7 0 0 0 Central Finland
0 1/4 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 0 Kymenlaakso
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Lapland
0 0 0 1/6 0 1/6 0 1/6 1/6 0 0 1/6 0 0 0 0 0 1/6 0 Päijät-Häme
0 0 1/6 0 0 1/6 0 1/6 0 0 1/6 0 0 0 0 0 1/6 0 1/6 Pirkanmaa
0 0 1/3 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 Ostrobothnia
0 1/4 0 1/4 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 0 0 0 North Karelia
0 0 0 0 1/5 0 1/5 1/5 0 1/5 0 0 0 0 0 1/5 0 0 0 North Ostrobothania
0 0 0 1/5 1/5 0 0 1/5 0 0 0 0 0 1/5 1/5 0 0 0 0 North Savo
0 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 Satakunta
0 0 0 0 0 1/4 0 0 1/4 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 Uusimaa
1/5 0 0 0 0 1/5 0 0 0 0 0 1/5 0 0 0 0 1/5 1/5 0 Southwest Finland

When we call αk + φMk,·α in the model, the effect of a region is influenced by the
effects of its neighboring regions. By having M row normalized, the count of the neigh-
boring regions has no effect. Similarly, calling βk,· + φMk,·β signifies that consideration
for neighboring regions is in place while learning the coefficients of a region. The term
φ moderates the magnitude of spatial interaction between regions. It is bounded to the
interval [0, 1] to retain signs of coefficients and to ensure a balance between the effects
of neighboring regions and what is learned from data of the region itself. However,
we provide the parameter a uniform prior, so no other knowledge is imputed to guide
its learning. The other prior distributions of the model are once again weakly informative.

In this model, the covariates in the design matrix include ForestProportion, Area,
PropAgriculture, PropBuilt, PropForest, PropSwamp, LakeRiverDistance, Pop5 and
CompanyCount. Model predictions are interpretable because once the model has con-
verged, αk + φMk,·α and βk,· + φMk,·β reveal the learned region-specific intercepts and
coefficients. However, the coefficients themselves might be difficult to explain in some
cases reminiscent of what was established in Section 4.2. Some of the learned coefficients
are provided in Table 4.4.While this model provides more extensive tools for analyzing
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Table 4.4: Approximate coefficient estimates and central 95%–intervals for some of the variables in
HLMSS. Since coefficients of the model are region-specific, we display Uusimaa and Southwest Finland
for a compact comparison of the two regions. Note that spillover effects have already been taken into
account and we report the final effects. That is, the values are from βk,· + φMk,·β.

Uusimaa Southwest Finland
Variable Estimate 2.5% q 97.5% q Estimate 2.5% q 97.5% q

ForestProportion −2.6e− 1 −6.2e− 1 1.0e− 1 −6.4e− 1 −8.8e− 1 −3.8e− 1
Area −3.9e− 3 −4.9e− 3 −3.6e− 3 4.9e− 3 1.1e− 3 8.7e− 3

LakeRiverDistance −2.4e− 3 −5.4e− 2 4.7e− 2 4.1e− 2 −2.3e− 3 8.5e− 2
PropBuilt −4.1e− 2 −1.4e + 0 1.2e + 0 1.4e + 0 −1.1e− 1 2.7e + 0

PropAgriculture 1.8e− 1 −4.6e− 1 8.1e− 1 6.8e− 1 2.9e− 1 1.1e + 0
PropForest −1.6e− 1 −8.3e− 1 5.0e− 1 3.9e− 1 −1.8e− 4 8.1e− 1
PropSwamp −5.3e− 1 −3.2e + 0 1.6e + 0 −3.2e− 1 −1.7e + 0 1.1e + 0

Pop5 2.6e− 5 −7.5e− 6 6.1e− 5 −3.0e− 5 −9.7e− 5 3.7e− 5
CompanyCount 5.2e− 4 −8.1e− 3 9.3e− 3 4.2e− 3 −7.2e− 4 9.2e− 3

differences between regions, doing so is more difficult than the simple region-specific in-
tercepts and scales used in models HLM and HLMOT.

4.5 HLMNN

To bring us full circle, our last model of this thesis combines kNN and hierarchical linear
modelling by infusing information learned from the neighbor search into a Stan model
in the form of covariates. The idea is that if residuals of our kNN model are dependent
on any explanatory variables, we can easily improve predictions provided by kNN with a
linear model. However, the end predictions are not the only information we extract from
the neighbor search and bring in to the model. The new variables of our hierarchical linear
model with nearest neighbors (HLMNN) are listed in Table 4.5. Variable NeighborsSkew
is a sample skewness coefficient calculated with

m3

m
3/2
2

, where mr = 1
n

n∑
i=1

(xi − x)r and in turn x = 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi [7].

This time we fit non-transformed hectare prices Y to a student–t distribution with
the following model for sample i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} from region k(i) = k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} on
year v(i) = v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , V }:

Yi,k,v ∼ student–t(α + ωk + µv +Xi,·β , γ + Zi,·δ , ν), where

R 3 α ∼ N (0, 100002) is the overall intercept,

R 3 ωk ∼ N (0, 100002) is the region-specific offset,
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Table 4.5: New variables extracted from the neighbor search conducted by our kNN model discussed in
Section 4.1.

Variable Description
NeighborsPrediction Prediction output of kNN.

NeighborsSkew Sample skewness of prices in the selected neighbors.

NeighborsIntervalLength Difference between 1st and 3rd quartiles
in the price distribution of selected neighbors.

NeighborsDissimilarity Mean value of the dissimilarity metric
in the selected group of neighbors.

R 3 µv ∼ N (0, 100002) is the year-specific offset,

R1×J 3 Xi,· is the i:th row from design matrix X ∈ RN×J ,

RJ 3 β ∼ N (0, 100002) is a vector of coefficients to be estimated,

R 3 γ ∼ N (2000, 10002) is the base level of the scale,

R1×2 3 Zi,· is the i:th row from a design matrix of uncertainty measures Z ∈ RN×2 ,

R2 3 δ ∼ N (0, 10002) is a vector of uncertainty effects and

R 3 ν ∼ Gamma(shape = 2, rate = 1) is the degrees of freedom parameter.

The priors look different from previous models because we directly predict the
variable Price instead of LogPrice in this model. The reason we choose to model
non-transformed hectare prices this time is to be able to easily see how kNN predictions,
which have euros per hectare scaling, are adjusted by the model. The components
of the design matrix include ForestProportion, LakeDistance, RiverDistance, Pop5,
CompanyCount, NeighborsPrediction and NeighborsSkew. Learned coefficients are listed
in Table 4.6.

Unlike the other Stan models where uncertainties are modelled at region-level, we
introduce another design matrix Z whose components include NeighborsIntervalLength
and NeighborsDissimilarity. This way uncertainties vary by prediction based on the dis-
similarity of neighbors and the wideness of their price distribution.
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Table 4.6: Approximate coefficient estimates and central 95%–intervals for variables in HLMNN. Vari-
ables Pop5, CompanyCount, LakeDistance and RiverDistance are bounded and rescaled for this model.

Variable Coefficient 2.5% q 97.5% q
ForestProportion −3.4e + 3 −3.8e + 3 −2.9e + 3
LakeDistance 1.6e + 1 −4.2e + 1 7.9e + 1
RiverDistance 8.0e + 1 −3.5e + 1 1.9e + 2

Pop5 2.1e + 3 1.5e + 3 2.7e + 3
CompanyCount 7.7e + 2 6.6e + 2 8.8e + 2

NeighborsPrediction 6.8e− 1 6.4e− 1 7.1e− 1
NeighborsSkew 9.0e + 0 −3.4e + 1 5.2e + 1
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Figure 4.1: Posterior samples of parameters α and ω in model HLM. Notice that we allow the model
to converge for 1000 iterations after which we collect 500 samples. Sampling is conducted in two indi-
vidual chains. The facts that the chains are indistinguishable, that subsequent samples seem to have no
noticeable auto-correlation and that samples are bounded to a small interval indicate that the model has
successfully converged to the posterior. Also note how the dimension of the parameter ω is actually one
short of the number of regions. That is because one of the regions, Åland in this case, is not captured in
ω to respect the degrees of freedom.



5. Model Comparison

This Chapter examines and compares the performance of our models. The models are
trained with 10 years worth of historical data and tested with pure field data from the
next year. Tests are run on data from years 2019 and 2020 and the models are allowed
to retrain between these testing periods. Before getting to the results, we review the
performance metrics we use to evaluate our models. Please consider the definitions and
recall the abbreviations of these metrics when reading tables in this Chapter.

Our main metric of interest is median absolute percentage error (MAPE) defined as

MAPE = median
1≤i≤n

(
|ŷi − yi|
yi

)
· 100 , (5.1)

where yi ∈ R+ is the i:th observation from the test set of n ∈ N realized prices y ∈ Rn
+

and ŷi ∈ R+ is the predicted price for that observation. Let these designations hold
true for other equations in this Chapter. We use variable Price as the realized price, so
model predictions are also scaled to euros per hectare. This simply means that if the
model is trained using LogPrice, the output goes through the exponential function before
calculating performance metrics.

Using such scaling enables us to retrieve easily tangible results such as median
absolute error (MAE), which shows the error in euros per hectare with

MAE = median
1≤i≤n

|ŷi − yi| . (5.2)

Monitoring median absolute error can be useful for assessing financial risks, although as
long as the model is balanced in terms of overpricing and underpricing, errors cancel out
for active users of the product.

Model balance is checked with median percentage error (MPE) defined as

MPE = median
1≤i≤n

(
ŷi − yi
yi

)
· 100 . (5.3)

For a perfectly balanced model this metric yields 0 meaning that 50% of predictions are

32
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overpriced and 50% underpriced.

Model performance is also tracked with the share of cases where realized price is
within the 50%-confidence interval. Since the models provide a confidence interval, we
test whether it works properly. The within-interval metric (WI) is defined as

WI = 100
n

n∑
i=1

1{q̂(25)
i ≤ yi ≤ q̂

(75)
i } , (5.4)

where q̂(p)
i is the p:th percentile of the predicted price distribution for observation i pro-

vided by the model. Of course, the length of the confidence interval is relevant to deter-
mine its usefulness. Therefore, we also collect the mean proportional length of the interval
(MPLI) defined by

MPLI = 1
n

n∑
i=1

q̂
(75)
i − q̂(25)

i

ŷi
. (5.5)

Since the interval of interest is the 50%-confidence interval, the within-interval metric
should be close to 50 and the smaller the proportional length of the interval, the better.
If WI notably exceeds 50, the confidence interval is unnecessarily large. However, if
MPLI remains small compared to the other models, it is not a problem. On the other
hand, if WI is too small, interval length is irrelevant because the interval is not working
as intended. Optimally WI will be at a satisfactory level while intervals are as narrow as
possible.

In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 the performance of each model is shown when tested on data
from year 2019 and 2020 respectively. Models HLM, HLMOT and HLMSS have similar
performance which suggests that the more complex techniques used in the latter two
do not improve prediction accuracy significantly. However, the confidence intervals of
HLMOT outshine those of HLM. The same cannot be stated about HLMSS even though
its intervals are even narrower because its WI value, while completely acceptable, is
not consistently equal to or better than that of HLM. Therefore, HLMOT might seem
like the best option out of these three models. However, HLMOT has a tendency to
overprice valuations whereas the other models seem more balanced. For all models except
HLMOT, slight overpricing occurred for 2019 data and slight underpricing occurred for
2020 data.

Models kNN and HLMNN stand out as having noticably lowest MAPE and MAE.
Since both models utilize nearest neighbors, the obvious conclusion to draw is that
basing predictions on neighbors works well for field valuation. Intervals provided by kNN
are slighlty too narrow, but they work close to the intended way. Other than that, kNN
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Table 5.1: Performance of the models with test data from 2019 with n = 711.

Model MAPE MPE MAE WI MPLI
kNN 21.7 2.28 1625 48.1 0.453
HLM 24.4 2.86 1796 49.1 0.508

HLMOT 24.2 4.43 1785 49.6 0.504
HLMSS 24.3 2.51 1702 49.6 0.486
HLMNN 22.6 3.60 1681 49.9 0.466

Table 5.2: Performance of the models with test data from 2020 with n = 726.

Model MAPE MPE MAE WI MPLI
kNN 20.8 -3.67 1504 49.0 0.462
HLM 23.9 -0.54 1692 49.7 0.501

HLMOT 24.0 0.71 1666 50.0 0.496
HLMSS 24.1 -0.57 1726 48.3 0.483
HLMNN 20.7 -5.02 1510 51.1 0.485

seems to perform better overall. While HLMNN beats the other hierarchical models, its
errors are larger than those of kNN overall which proves that kNN predictions should not
be adjusted with a linear model.



6. Conclusion

Our recommendation is to employ a kNN –type solution to field valuation. Not only does
the kNN model we built perform the best in our tests, there is no risk of causing debate
about coefficients as kNN does not learn any parameters. Predictions are purely based
on prices of recently sold, similar nearby properties which most users will agree is easily
interpretable and explainable. kNN does not need to be trained and can follow local
price trends as new property purchases get appended to the training data nearly every day.

The risks of a kNN model include not considering all relevant factors that contribute
to field prices and the assumption that all fields are equally well maintained whereas in
reality some might require more work. Introducing a more expansive dataset, such as
one with data on forests, might enable creating a property valuation tool that can model
forest and field prices simultaneously. Consequently, the contribution of forest area to
the overall price can be more accurately evaluated which in turn helps in field valuation.
With better data a hierarchical linear model might work well, but with the data we used
in this thesis a simple kNN is a better solution.
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